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Delivering Cost Effective CCS in the 2020s – an overview of possible North West 

developments 

A group consisting of private sector companies, public sector bodies, and leading UK academics has 

been brought together by the UKCCSRC to identify and address actions that need to be taken in 

order to deliver a CCS based decarbonisation option for the UK in line with (the now updated) 

recommendations made by the Committee on Climate Change, i.e. 4-7GW of power CCS plus 3-

5MtCO2/yr of industry CCS by 2035 [1]. At an initial meeting [2] it was agreed that a series of 

regionally focussed meetings should take place. The meeting reported here looks at potential 

developments in the North West of England (and linked surrounding regions), with a meeting to 

consider the Yorkshire Humber region (which also naturally extends to possible links with Teesside), 

having already been held [3]. Further meetings focussed on Scotland and Wales will follow shortly.  

Conclusions Reached 

No. Conclusion 

Conclusion 2.1 The North West is a region that has significant CO2 storage capacity which could be 

available for use in the mid-2020s, and which potentially has a storage cost advantage 

over other regions. 

Conclusion 2.2 An updated study of CO2 sources and regional transport infrastructure is required. 

Conclusion 3.1 Given new understanding on the scale of storage capacity available to North West work 

should be undertaken to understand whether the region could act as a focal point 

through which CO2 from surrounding regions could be transported. 

Conclusion 3.2 A new infrastructure study should review emission sources, address route issues, and 

determine economic benefits to the region. 

Conclusion 3.3 An initial business case outline should be developed in a form that the local LEPs can 

use to discuss with central Government about taking such a study forward and how 

currently available funding routes could be accessed. 

Conclusion 4.1 As 2.2 

Conclusion 5.1 A meeting should be arranged with the Oil and Gas Authority to discuss how making 

hydrocarbon fields CCS-ready can become a formal part of their decommissioning 

process. 

Conclusion 5.2 A multi-LEP multi-business group should be brought together to consider the 

development of a North West CCS cluster, starting from a detailed understanding of the 

drivers that have made this work for Teesside. 

Conclusion 5.3 As 3.3 
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Event location: Thornton Science Park, Pool Lance, Ince, Cheshire, CH2 4NU 

http://www.thorntonsciencepark.co.uk/ 

Date:     Wednesday, 22 June 2016 

Start:     10.00 for 10.30 End:  15.30 

 

Attendees 

Bruce Adderley  UKCCSRC 
Allan Arthur  LTTC 
Michelle Bentham British Geological Survey/UKCCSRC 
Carys Blunt  UKCCSRC 
Andy Chadwick  British Geological Survey 
Robert Davies  Chester and Warrington LEP 
Den Gammer  Energy Technologies Institute 
Jon Gibbins [Chair] UKCCSRC 
Anthony Hatton  Peel Group 
Joe Howe  University of Chester 
Bryony Livesey  Costain 
Philippa Parmiter SCCS 
Robert Pitman  Costain 
 
Apologies: James Watt – Amec Foster Wheeler 
  

 

 

Agenda* 

0. Welcome and Introduction to Thornton Science Park 
 
1. Purpose of the Meeting  
 
2. ‘North West’ and CCS (storage focus) 
 
3. CCS – North West (infrastructure focus) 
 
4. North West CO2 Sources and Market Drivers 
 
5. Open discussion 
 

* Items 2-4:  introductory presentation followed by group discussion 

  

http://www.thorntonsciencepark.co.uk/
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Summary of Discussions 

0. Welcome and Introduction to Thornton Science Park 
 
Roundtable introductions were made, with the meeting attendees roughly falling into two groups: 

a) Local stakeholders wishing to either gain or update an understanding of the latest knowledge on the 
potential for CCS in the North West and its surrounding regions. 

b) Experts working in the field of CCS seeking to gain an updated understanding of how local stakeholders 
view the potential for CCS in the region. 

Professor Joe Howe, Director of the Thornton Energy Institute, then introduced Thornton Science Park and 
its objectives (a short walking tour of the site following the end of the above agenda items). The wider site 
had been previously owned by Shell, but when sold on to Essar the latter had not required the research and 
development facilities.  Ownership of these has since passed to The University of Chester, and Thornton 
Science Park is now rapidly redeveloping. By 2017/18 over 1000 students a day will commute to the site 
which is the hub of the University’s recently established Engineering Faculty. Whilst the number of students 
is growing rapidly the wider business plan sees the majority of R&D being carried out on the site being 
undertaken by private enterprises (often in conjunction with the University).  

An important project based at the site, and of considerable relevance to the UK CCS sector, is the Energy 
Security Innovation Observation System (ESIOS). 

1. Purpose of the Meeting 
 
Jon Gibbins explained that given the current hiatus in the UK with regard to CCS, and whilst the Government 
is evolving a revised strategy, UKCCSRC is taking the opportunity to explore stakeholders views on what 
should / will be done in the future for the various regions of the UK.  
 
The presentations to come would table information on storage locations, how to plan infrastructure, and 
potential CO2 sources in the region. Given that context the attendees were invited to consider questions 
such as: 
 
a) What are the drivers for CCS in the region? 
 
b) What the time line might be for development of a cluster in the North West? 
 
c) In the UK context should the North West be the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc, cluster, and what reasons might drive the 
North West to go first? 
 
2. ‘North West’ and CCS 
 
The Energy Technologies Institute (ETI) and its remit were introduced to the group in order to place in 

context a project that it has recently completed on UK storage appraisal [4, 5]. The project looked at the 

available information on over 500 potential storage sites located offshore of the UK, analysed it in detail, and 

down-selected 5 sites for comprehensive study with one of the latter being located just off the North West 

coast. It was noted that outputs from the project in general, and on the 5 down-selected sites in detail, are 

freely available from the ETI and project websites [4, 5]. 

The project confirmed that there is an abundance (>900Mt) of potential storage offshore of the North West 

region. However, cease of gas production will not occur for the North and South Morecambe sites until the 

late 2020s meaning that the Hamilton field (125Mt) would be the option for an earlier start. 
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Hamilton has been rated as an ‘excellent’ store by the above project and one that could provide 5Mt of 

storage per year for 25 years. This would come at a cost of £11/tCO2, which is approximately half that of a 

number of the other sites that were studied in detail. It should be noted that this is primarily because of its 

size and that, although they have higher unit costs, some of the other (smaller) stores would involve a lower 

level of initial capital investment. 

Whilst the ETI have not looked at whether existing (pipeline) infrastructure might be re-useable for CO2 

transportation  purposes, they are aware that the North West has significant potential to act as a hub for a 

CO2 transport network that links in surrounding regions. Onshore this could include North Wales, 

Staffordshire, and Cumbria for example. If a shipping option was also included then South Wales, Ireland and 

Western Scotland also become potential sources of carbon dioxide. 

ETI’s analysis of the Hamilton field is continuing with a further report due to be published later in 2016. This 

will look in the next level of detail at the costs of utilising Hamilton as a store, and will examine two options: 

a) Smaller volumes of CO2 per year from high purity sources (no capture plant required). In this case the 

transportation pipeline would operate at low pressure, but be designed for later usage at high pressure. 

b)  A large volume of lower purity CO2 per year from a power plant (capture system needed). Because the 

CO2 volume is much higher the costs associated with developing the store are de-risked to a greater extent. 

Group discussions firstly centred on any ongoing work within the region that might add to / link with a new 

analysis of the prospects for a CCS cluster. As an example, and whilst its scope is set for other reasons, the 

Cheshire Energy Hub is about to undertake a six month project to audit energy assets in the area. It was then 

also identified that a (gas) pipeline runs along the estuary / ship canal from Thornton all the way to 

Carrington (where ESB have a gas-fired power station). This and any other relevant infrastructure should be 

addressed in any future study. 

Conclusion 2.1 The North West is a region that has significant CO2 storage capacity which could be 

available for use in the mid-2020s, and which potentially has a storage cost 

advantage over other regions. 

Conclusion 2.2 An updated study of CO2 sources and regional transport infrastructure is required. 

 
 
3. CCS – North West  
 
[Note: As James Watt was eventually unable to attend the meeting the introductory slides for this session 

were spoken to by Bruce Adderley] 

It is now 10 years since the North West was first examined in terms of its potential for a CCS cluster and 

much has both changed and been learned since then. In terms of learnings relating to the development of 

CCS infrastructure there now exist numerous other (UK) regional studies from which to pull understanding. 

Meanwhile, in terms of capability development, fully fledged systems have been developed within which 

such infrastructure can be modelled and planned. 

When developing such plans there are many elements which must be factored in. This makes the analysis 

complex, but when seeking to design common infrastructure for a cluster there are five important 

considerations: 
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1. Which and what is the ‘anchor’ project, around which various options and scenarios can be 

considered? 

2. What is the density of emissions (emissions per unit area)? 

3. Are emitters in close proximity or otherwise? 

4. Is there access to significant (offshore) storage volumes? 

5. What is the regional policy [driver]? 

The North West was in fact the first UK region to be studied after an initial review identified potentially 

positive answers to most or all of the above [6]. Since then a number of other studies have also been carried 

out (see slide 8 in James Watt’s presentation, attached as an Appendix). As indicated above circumstances in 

the region continue to evolve, for example the forthcoming closure of the Fiddlers Ferry power station, and 

it is time to look at the region anew. Given the scale of storage capacity that is potentially available, one 

particular aspect that should now be considered in greater detail is the potential for the North West to act as 

a focal point through which CO2 from surrounding regions (Cumbria, Central England, Severn Valley and 

North Wales) can be transported en route to these storage sites. 

Looking at the North West region specifically a new infrastructure study is also justified, now that far more is 

understood about the available storage options. A study comparable to that produced by the Teesside 

Collective [7], or those for the Yorkshire-Humber region completed by Yorkshire Forward and CO2Sense [8, 

9, 10], would be appropriate. In detail it should address route issues (especially coastal crossing sites and 

appropriate pressure ranges for different pipeline network segments), work through a scenario planning 

process, and include the latest information on current / future emitters. It would clearly also need to address 

the business case for the region, including both the additional value that a CCS cluster would bring and the 

economic prosperity that it would protect. A useful and relatively recent overview of CO2 transport plans 

being developed by clusters adjacent to the North Sea can be found here [11]. 

One of the studies completed by CO2Sense on the Yorkshire-Humber region modelled the economic benefits 

to that region [12], and found them to be considerable. The Teesside region has also completed a substantial 

study on regional economic benefits from a CCS cluster [7].  Regarding the former study, attendees at the 

meeting thought that businesses had provided data to the council / regional modelling economic modelling 

team for this purpose, but this is not certain and further enquiries would need to be made in order to learn 

from this exercise. 

Funding would, of course, be required to support both this and other elements of a new study. In the 

Yorkshire-Humber case interested companies and the local authorities combined their resources in order to 

deliver the necessary support (including finance). At present, and given the current uncertainty at a national 

level regarding Government plans for CCS, both companies and local government are wary of committing 

scarce resource to this area. The attendees felt, rather, that a case needed to be developed that the local 

LEPs (supported by the relevant companies), could take to central Government in a bid for, say, regional 

growth funding or a portion of the budgets that are currently being devolved from central to local 

government. In many ways this process would be analogous to that which Teesside has successfully used in 

the recent past, and continues to do so now [13].  
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Conclusion 3.1 Given new understanding on the scale of storage capacity available to North West 

work should be undertaken to understand whether the region could act as a focal 

point through which CO2 from surrounding regions could be transported. 

Conclusion 3.2 A new infrastructure study should review emission sources, address route issues, 

and determine economic benefits to the region. 

Conclusion 3.3 An initial business case outline should be developed in a form that the local LEPs 

can use discuss with central Government about taking such a study forward and 

how currently available funding routes could be accessed. 

 

4. North West CO2 Sources and Market Drivers 
 
In the period 2005 – 2011 a number of studies were carried out that looked at the prospects for a CCS 
cluster based in the North West region (see slides in the Appendix and references [6a – 6c]).  
 
One of these studies [6a] identified an interesting distribution of aggregate emissions classified by source 
size (‘tiers’) for emission in the region at that time (2007) – see the pie chart below.  

 
The top level (Tier 0) is made up of installations producing over 1 Mtpa CO2, these typically comprise power 
stations and very large refineries. 

 The middle level (Tier 1) comprises major industrial sites such as small refineries, chemical works, CHP 
installations and other major industrial complexes that produce 50ktpa - 1 Mtpa CO2.  

Collection from Tiers 0 and 1 is considered to be the most feasible as considerable economies of scale still 
apply even when considering installations emitting 50ktpa CO2. 

The lowest level considered (Tier 2) is made up of smaller scale light industrial and commercial enterprise 
such as very large offices, hospitals, industrial estates, manufacturing complexes and research facilities. At 
this scale of collection, individual emissions of the order of 5ktpa CO2 were considered. This is equivalent to 
a continuous electrical load of 1 +MW. 
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A clear step in costs of collection between Tier 1 and Tier 2 was also found (see below) suggesting that, 
together with the small amount of Tier 2 emissions, for the assumptions made in this study Tier 2 sources 
would not be collected unless pressure to cut emissions was very high. 

 
Moving forward however it is clear that a number of the CO2 sources previously identified have closed, 
reduced operations, changed ownership, etc. There is a need therefore to update the available information 
on industrial sources of CO2, and to understand whether closing / current power-based sources of CO2 will 
either be refurbished or be replaced by new sources. 
 
In relation to how the region sits in UK policy terms it was noted that the time line for availability of the 
Hamilton store is in line with that envisaged by the Committee on Climate Change. As a reminder their 
updated view is that 4-7GW of power CCS and 3-5MtCO2/yr of industry CCS is required by 2035 [1]. 
The power-based element of this would almost certainly be gas-fired generation arising from capacity 
auctions to be held in the near future (next auction December 20161), and which will need to be, as a 
minimum, CCS ready. More widely the global climate change related emissions reduction process will 
continue to influence UK Government policy, and therefore act as a driver for future developments in the UK 
regions. 
 
 
 

Conclusion 4.1 As 2.2 

 
 
5. Open Discussion 

Building upon earlier discussions the group considered how the regional energy system might develop in the 

future. A question that this group needed an answer for, but which others are likely to have knowledge of, is 

what the future power requirement for the region is likely to be. Shale gas and hydrogen were felt to be the 

                                                           
1 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government-announces-capacity-market-auction-parameters 
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most likely ‘new entrants’, with gas (methane)-based power generation also remaining alongside the 

increased use of renewable energy. 

It was felt that the storage options for the North West are ‘fairly obvious’, and that practicable actions need 

to be taken to ensure that fields such as Hamilton are made available for storage once they have ceased 

producing hydrocarbons. There was both concern that data relating to this field (and others), would not 

become available and ultimately would be lost, and that the fields would not be left in a state that would 

allow future CO2 storage, unless the processes needed to make this happen are discussed / negotiated and 

agreed in the relatively near future. 

The discussion made clear that, to the group’s knowledge, there is no single body in the North West with a 

remit that aligns with the driver(s) for a CCS cluster, and consequently this is not currently being taken 

forward on a regional basis. As well as the Cheshire Energy Hub other business-led bodies that should be 

contacted include: the Mersey Dee Alliance, the North West Chemicals Association, and the Regional 

Manufacturers Forum. Business specific contacts to be made should include: ESB, ENGIE, and Centrica. For 

the businesses involved in such a forum the current economic climate will clearly dictate what they can 

justify in terms of short to medium term development investment. It was therefore felt that, for industrials 

in particular, there may be some potential in considering sequestration options through utilisation as well as 

offshore storage. 

It was therefore agreed that a group taking this forward should seek to develop a proposition that the local 

LEPs could use to speak with central Government about progressing the development of a regional CCS 

cluster, and by utilising funds such as the New Deal or the Regional Growth Fund. At the present time the 

clear analogy is with Teesside and it was proposed that a meeting be arranged with that collective in order 

to better understand what has led to their well established, strong, and wide coverage LEP-business 

relationship in this area.  

 

Conclusion 5.1 A meeting should be arranged with the Oil and Gas Authority to discuss how 

making fields CCS-ready can become a formal part of their decommissioning 

process. 

Conclusion 5.2 A multi-LEP multi-business group would be able to consider the development of a 

North West CCS cluster, starting from a detailed understanding of the drivers that 

have made this work for Teesside. 

Conclusion 5.3 As 3.3 
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“North West” and CCS

Den Gammer
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What is the ETI?

• The ETI is a public-private partnership 
between global energy and engineering 
companies and the UK Government.

• Targeted development, demonstration and      
de-risking of new technologies for affordable 
and secure energy

• Shared risk

• Whole energy system view

ETI programme associate 

ETI members
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Storage Appraisal: £4M
Capture Economics: £0.5M
MMV Landscape: £0.2M
Mineralisation: £1.4M
(Biomass with CCS: £0.8M)
Hydrogen & Storage: £0.3M
CCS Development Scenarios £0.1M
Aquifer Brine £0.2M

CCS System Modelling Toolkit: £3M
High Hydrogen: £2M
Turbine & Engine Safety
Thermal Power with CCS: £2M +
Developing a Phase 2 CCS Project
DECC Appraisal: £2.5M
Developing future storage options

Nextgen1: £3M
Pre Combustion Coal
Nextgen 2: £2M
Post Combustion Gas
Aquifer Appraisal: £2M
Funding of NG Project
MMV: £5M
Marine monitoring

Demonstration

Development

Knowledge
Building

ETI CCS Programme 
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Appraisal - Selected Portfolio of 5 sites
Selected portfolio

• Regionally distributed

• Significant capacity (1606 Mt)

• Diverse types

• Strong build out from Phase 1 projects

• Good fit with ETI Scenarios

• Enables further build out

Other key messages:

• There are many other candidate storage sites around 

the UK with significant storage potential

• “The UK has lots of storage”
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North West - Storage

• Abundance of Storage

North Morecambe – 150MT
South Morecambe – 650MT

• Hamilton                - 125MT

Low initial investment
CoP – c. 2017
Key data available - ENI

In Use -
Later
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Good location – beyond “North West”

*Image sourced form Google maps
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Hamilton is an Excellent Store
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Basic Plan and Expansion Options
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On-going ETI work
• Costs of filling Hamilton

- from Essar or CF Fertiliser
- start small – derisk power
- slower (gas) fill initial years

vs

- start with power
- liquid phase pipe
- heater on platform

*Image sourced form Google maps
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Misc.

*From National Grid Site (HP gas route)

• Local champion ?
• Congestion
• Good Salt fields (H2)
• Industrial – “Northern”
• Fiddlers Ferry/Rugeley

- more gas? 
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For more information 
about the ETI visit 
www.eti.co.uk

For the latest ETI news 
and announcements 
email info@eti.co.uk

The ETI can also be 
followed on Twitter 
@the_ETI

Registered Office 
Energy Technologies Institute
Holywell Building
Holywell Park
Loughborough
LE11 3UZ

For all general enquiries 
telephone the ETI on 
01509 202020.
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CCS – North West 
University of Chester
22 06 2016
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24/07/20163

What is CCS “infrastructure”
Networks, clusters etc

Apologies
►Speaker: James Watt, Amec Foster Wheeler
►Where am I: Apologies but I was double booked and my boss won 

the argument!
► The following presentation is based on our work on infrastructure studies in 

the UK
► Studied solutions for: Scotland, Teesside Collective, North East, Yorkshire 

and Humber, South East
► FEED studies for Longannet, Kingsnorth, Don Valley, MASDAR, 

Peterhead etc.,
► The information used here is from our UK CCS Infrastructure model and 

2015 EUTL data.
► Our North West work?

► IEA GHG study, NW was the example area
► Selected on the back of our extensive work with NG and on Gas Storage 

in the region
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Developing Infrastructure

►For industrialised nations cluster 
potential tends to be high

►How will projects come to 
market?

►Will future conditions make CCS 
economic?

►Reduced deployment costs
►Right sizing is beneficial
►Shipping could enable other 

emitters/clusters
►Key risks

► Deployment offshore
► Dynamics

► Drivers
► Energy security issues
► Alternative technology roll-out 

rate
► Policy

► Social engagement
► Value to economy
► Public support
► Managing bigger energy bills!

► Reduced costs in CCS chain 
► Successful demonstration
► Identification and qualification of 

storage

Key Factors

►General issues 
►Commercial, design, HSE

►Scenario planning
►Who, what, where, when

►Entry spec and access
►Routing
►Dynamics
►Comparison to source/sink
►Re-use of existing infrastructure

►Regulation and planning
►Ownership
►Pipeline design

►Flow assurance
►Operating Philosophy
►Code of Practice
►Routing

►HSE Issues
►Infrastructure

►Re-use of existing
►Network vs A to B
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Definitions of common infrastructure (clusters)

► No fixed definition 
► Five basic considerations (left)
► Requires key “anchor” projects

►Anchor projects provide a base 
to consider options and 
scenarios

►Not just a single large project
►Not just capture either

► Emitter or Storage projects

► Committed “anchor” projects –
numerous projects with CCS 
ambitions
► Humber
► Rotterdam

► Density of emissions
► Humber
► Tees

► Regional policy
► Proximity of emitters

► Tees
► High potential of accessible 

storage volumes
► East of England
► Scotland
► Irish Sea

What do we know about the North West

► The region was first examined in 
2006

► It was the first published network 
study in the UK
►Originally chosen because

► Variation of emitter size
► Reasonably tight geographic 

footprint
► Lots of issues
► Enabling of other regions
► Access to Irish & Celtic

► Provides a focal point for other 
areas
►West Scotland
►North Wales
►Central England

► Previous Studies
►Tyndal, Storage potential, 2006
► IEA GHG, 2006, 2006-12
►Eunomia, Clustering, 2011
►BGS, Storage, 2011-2014
►Hunterston, Peel Energy/HRL, 

UK CCS entry
► Since 2014 things have changed

►Fiddlers Ferry, closure 2017
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Compared to other regions

1. Dee Basin
2. Scotland
3. Ayr Valley
4. Humber
5. Tees Valley
6. South East
7. South
8. East Midlands
9. Severn Valley
10. Wales
11. South West
12. Cumbria
13. North East (Greater)
14. Yorkshire
15. Anglia
16. Central
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Regional Emissions
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North West and the wider regions
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CHANNEL ISLANDS = AREA 19
GIBRALTOR = AREA 20
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13949087

2396345

1204990

IEA Tier Distribution
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► Includes Areas, 1, 9, 12 and 16 from map
► Needs to consider North Wales
► One of the biggest emitters is Rugeley, Staffs
► Fiddlers Ferry, closing 2016, reduced load until 2017
► Other projects coming – Carrington, etc.
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Route Issues – where from/where to

►Pick your targets
►Geographically
►Pressure ranges

►Define the network 
coverage/cluster size

►Sea fall 
►Crossing
►Compressor/pump needs

►Consider expansion capability
►Phased implementation

Common issues

►Who is included in the study –
emitters types, size, industry 
sector, geography

►Cluster definitions – geography, 
emission density, policy driven

►Scenario developments
►Timelines for roll-out
►Storage and capture issues and 

options need to be considered
►Flexibility requirements of 

network

►Comparison methods for 
optimisation

►Consideration of anchor 
projects 

►Right sizing for future 
development

►Compression/pumping strategy 
and costs

►Environmental and social 
impacts/considerations

►Influence of shipping
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Scenario Planning

►Define the baseline – who and where
►Storage availability and location
►Emitter location, type and capture
►Right – size the pipelines
►Optimize the network

► Consider the risks to the time-line
► Deployment rates of emitters and sectors
► Consider capture and storage deployment timelines

►Expansion requirements – Future emitters
►Check cost
►Technical

► Flow and pressure profile
► Entry specifications

Who do you include?
► Built list from public data

► IEA database
► EUTL/ETS NAPS data
► Known or potential future projects
► Development goals

► Filter elements
► Emitter type
► IEA Tier classification

► Tier 0 > 1 million tonnes per year 
(mtpa)

► Tier 1 > 50,000 mtpa
► Tier 2 < 50,000 mtpa
► Being replaced by AFW tier’s 0-7

► Plot availability
► Site access
► Storage access
► Age

IEA emissions database, EU lists & NAP
data

Announced, planned or proposed projects

Emitter Type

IEA Tier Classifcation

Plot availability

Site access

Storage access

Age

Filtered List
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Preferred Outcomes of a North West 
study

►Comparable report to;
► Teesside Collective
► Humber (CO2Sense and 

Yorkshire Forward)
►Consider

► Future plans and emitters
► Role in enabling

► Irish Sea access
► Celtic Sea access
► Central, Severn, North Wales, 

West Scotland, Northern Ireland
► Business case for region
► Value CCS brings, or protects in 

region

Thank you!

James Watt
Process Engineering Manager
AMEC
Lingfield Point
Darlington, County Durham
DL1 1RW, United Kingdom
Tel +44 (0)1325 744400 Fax +44 (0)1325 744404
DDI +44 (0)1325 744652
mailto:james.watt@amecfw.com
www.amec.com
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Emerging Issues – things keeping me awake!!

►Entry Specification
► Impact of mixed streams

►Flexibility
► Two levels

► Strategic
► Operational

► More complex given number of sources and sinks
► Balance required between diversity and complexity
► Do you need a “plan B”/intermediate storage?
► What happens in shipping scenarios?

►Right sizing
► What is the right size pipe to put in?
► What will save you money in the future, but cost more now?
► How do you justify that expenditure now?
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The UKCCSRC is supported by the 
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research 
Council as part of the Research Councils UK 

Energy Programme

Jon Gibbins
Director, UK CCS Research Centre
Professor of Power Plant Engineering and Carbon Capture
University of Sheffield
www.ukccsrc.ac.uk
jon@ukccsrc.ac.uk

Delivering Cost Effective CCS in the 2020s: an overview of 
possible North West developments Thornton Science Park, 
Pool Lance, Ince, Cheshire, CH2 4NU
Wednesday, 22 June 2016

NW CO2 sources and market drivers 

About the UKCCSRC
www.ukccsrc.ac.uk

The UK Carbon Capture and Storage Research Centre (UKCCSRC) leads and 
coordinates a programme of underpinning research on all aspects of carbon 
capture and storage (CCS) in support of basic science and UK government 
efforts on energy and climate change. 

The Centre brings together over 250 of the UK’s world-class CCS academics and 
provides a national focal point for CCS research and development.

Initial core funding for the UKCCSRC is provided by £10M from the Engineering 
and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) as part of the RCUK Energy 
Programme. This is complemented by £3M in additional funding from the 
Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) to help establish new open-
access national pilot-scale facilities (www.pact.ac.uk). Partner institutions have 
contributed £2.5M.

The UKCCSRC welcomes experienced industry and overseas Associate members 
and links to all CCS stakeholders through its CCS Community Network.
https://ukccsrc.ac.uk/membership/associate-membership
https://ukccsrc.ac.uk/membership/ccs-community-network
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NW cluster – past studies
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http://www.tyndall.ac.uk/sites/default/files/t2_21.pdf
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The five energy scenarios are: Nuclear Renaissance, Fossilwise, Renewables, Spreading the Load (High 
CCS) and Spreading the Load (Low CCS). All of these scenarios have been designed to achieve an 
approximately 60% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2050

http://www.eunomia.co.uk/reports-tools/the-east-irish-sea-ccs-cluster-a-conceptual-design-2/33
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CCS drivers
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6 August 2008

Climate Camp at 
Kingsnorth Power Station 

our actions did reach the attendees of the conference - one academic at the conference 
apparently spoke with a protester, and agreed that direct action was pushing matters in 
the right direction (he was a specialist in CCS, but held out little hope for it's 
implementation, given the probable massive costs) Score one massive point to us!

Climate 
Rush Bike 
Rush
London's 
streets • 
June 1st 
2009

http://www.ameliasmagazine.com/earth/climate-rush-bike-rush-1/2009/06/04/
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UNEP: ‘To stay within the 2°C limit, global carbon neutrality will 
need to be achieved sometime between 2055 and 2070.’

http://www.carbontracker.org/report/wasted-capital-and-stranded-assets/

Oil 662 GtCO2

Gas 205 GtCO2

Coal 584 GtCO2

Atmosphere * ~ 1000 GtCO2

* See https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar5/syr/AR5_SYR_FINAL_SPM.pdf pg 10 which says: “Multi-model results show that limiting total human-induced warming to less than 2°C relative to the period 1861-1880 with a probability of >66% would require cumulative CO2
emissions from all anthropogenic sources since 1870 to remain below about 2900 GtCO2 (with a range of 2550 to 3150 GtCO2 depending on non-CO2 drivers). About 1900 GtCO2 had already been emitted by 2011. For additional context see Table 2.2. “

Potential oil and gas reserves listed on the world’s stock exchanges
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http://www.eia.gov/naturalgas/data.cfm

£/Million Btu
7

6

5

4

3
http://www.energybrokers.co.uk/gas/historic-price-data-graph.htm

‘Dash for coal’ 
planned in UK, USA 

and elsewhere
X stopped by global recession

http://reclaimthepower.org.uk/news/groundswell-2016-launches-with-double-
action-at-carrington-and-upton/
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UK expects to build gas and nuclear power plants
Based on DECC Updated Energy Projections (UEPs), 18 Nov 2015 

GW

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/updated-energy-and-emissions-projections-2015 , Table H

Department of Energy
& Climate Change

Reference Scenario

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

2015 2020 2025 2030 2035

Coal (zero)

Power CCS

Oil (zero)

Natural gas

Nuclear

Renewables

Interconnectors

Storage (zero)

(for electricity import/export)

Building CCS options for 2030 and beyond

Four types of activity and approximate timeline for initial CCS deployment

Pre-commercial activities

Public/private cluster 
project development 

Initial cluster components 
constructed

Start now and continue as underpinning activities

First cluster ~ 2020-2022

First cluster ~2022-2025

First cluster ~2025 onwardsRefinancing, operation 
and additional sources 
linked to cluster 

2030: ~4GW CCS 
plus scope for industry & biomass 
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Conclusions
• NW CCS cluster concepts relatively well-developed, but what are drivers 

when new coal is not driving CCS
• CCS for gas now being discussed more due to pressure on emissions
• Low gas prices make it commercially attractive 
• Will gas prices stay low due to strong supply and pressure on all fossil fuel 

emissions?
• A programme to deploy natural gas plants in the UK is expected to lead to:

– Capture ready power plants
– CCS on power plants in favourable locations when required to achieve 

national targets
• International shipping of CO2 for EOR (and later for storage, when London 

Protocol is eventually ratified) may become attractive
• Industry CCS probably requires co-located power CCS to justify pipeline 

infrastructure development – when and where will this happen?
• How important is the order in which clusters are developed?
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